APPETIZERS

CHIPS AND DIPS ........14
SMOKED ONION DIP , GUACAMOLE, HUMMUS
SALSA , JUST MADE CHIPS
STEAMED EDAMAME ....7
BUTTER, SMOKED SEA SALT
INDIAN CHICKEN TIKKA ........10
TANDOORI SPICED , NAN, MINT CHUTNEY
LAMB AND FETA SAMOSA.......12
PEAR AND PLUM COMPOTE, TATZIKI
SMOKE-FRIED CHICKEN WINGS.....11
SWEETHEAT/ MAPLE BBQ / DRY RUB / SRIRACHA
Maple Bacon ........8
THICK CUT HOUSE BACON, GREENS
Duck Jalapeno Poppers....9
CONFIT DUCK, QUESO, LEMON JAM

SMOKE HOUSE PLATE
One Meat with bun, slaw, beans, pickles
TEXAS CAB BRISKET ...16
BABY BACK RIBS ...16
THAI SPICED CHICKEN ..16
MAPLE PULLED PORK ....16
SAUSAGE DUO ....15

BARBEQUE

SMOKE HOUSE PLATE
ONE: 28 | TWO: 52 | THREE: 88
ALL OUR MEATS SERVED
WITH PICKLES , BUNS, RAISIN COLESLAW, BEANS, BBQ SAUCE, POTATO SALAD

SAMPLER PLATTER
STEAMED RICE ........5
BRUSSEL SPROUTS ....5
SIMPLE SALAD ....7
COLE SLAW ............3
ASIAN NOODLE SALAD ..5
POTATO SALAD ....3

WA RM COR N BREAD ....5
B A K E D B E A N S .....3
YAM FRIES ....5
HOUSE FRIES .... 5
CAESAR SALAD ....5
MAC AND CHEESE ....5

SIDES

WARM COR N BREAD ....5
B A K E D B E A N S .....3
YAM FRIES ....5
HOUSE FRIES .... 5
CAESAR SALAD ....5
MAC AND CHEESE ....5

SOUP & SALAD

CHIPOTLE TOMATO SOUP.....8
CRÈME FRAICHE, CROSTINI
STRIPLOIN SSAM LETTUCE WRAPS ....12
ROMAINE HEARTS, CRISPY ONIONS, SHITAKE
NOODLES SALAD, SPICY DRESSING
SMOKEHOUSE COBB ...15
AVOCADO, BOILED EGG, BBQ CHICKEN, PULLED PORK
BACON, BLUE RANCH
CAESAR SALAD ....14
ROASTED GARLIC DRESSING, PARMESAN CROUTONS
CHERRY TOMATOES
(CHICKEN -7, PRAWNS-10, SALMON -10, STEAK -12)

SANDWICHES

Served with fries or salad or coleslaw

FRANKLIN’S BRISKET SANDWICH ...15
BRISKET & HOT LINKS, BBOARD, CHEESE
BBQ PULLED PORK SANDWICH...14
RAISIN COLESLAW, MAPLE BBQ SAUCE
BBQ CHICKEN TIKKA WRAP......15
INDIAN SPICED, EGG, HUMMUS, TATZIKI
LETTUCE, TOMATO, MINT CHUTNEY
SANTA MARIA STEAK SANDWICH...15
REFRIED BEANS, FRESH SALSA, ARUGULA,
GUACAMOLE, CHILI AIOLI
Veggy Falafel Burger ....13
HOUSE RECIPE FALAFEL, TATZIKI, LETTUCE,
TOMATO, ONION
Smokehouse Reuben .........15
HOUSE PASTRAMI, CUMIN MUSTARD KRAUT,
BEER MUSTARD, SWISS CHEESE
Smoky Chicken Quesadilla ....15
PULLED CHICKEN, ROASTED PEPPERS AND NIONS
SMOKED CHEEZER, PICO, GUACAMOLE

BULGOGI BEEF SHORT RIB ....22
JASMINE RICE, KIMCHI VEGETABLE SLAW, GOCHUJANG BRAISE JUS
STEAK FRITES (HANGER ...24/ NY STRIP...28)
WILD MUSHROOMS RAGOUT, PARMESAN FRITES, SALAD
BBQ SHRIMP & NOODLE BOWL ...24 (VEGETARIAN 20)
WARM NOODLE SALAD, FIELD MUSHROOMS, JASMINE RICE, PEANUTS
BUTTER CHICKEN........21
BUTTER TOMATO SAUCE, JASMINE RICE, NANN, PICKLED CARROTS, TATZIKI
PORK TENDERLOIN SINTZEL ....22
PANCETTA, BRUSSEL SPROUTS, APPLE, FINGERLINGS, BIER HAUS AIOLI
QUARTER CHICKEN AND RIBS ....24
POTATO SALAD, BAKED BEANS, COLE SLAW
MOROCCAN SPICED LAMB BOLOGNESE .....21
GNOCCHI, CONFIT GARLIC, FETA, PRESERVED LEMON, PARSLEY
MUSTARD MARINATED ATLANTIC SALMON ....24
VADOUWAN POLENTA, COCONUT CURRY MUSSELS BROTH
LOUISIANA GUMBO .......22
CHICKEN, ANDOUILLE, PRAWNS, RICE, CORN BREAD
4 CHEESE ‘MAC AND CHEESE’ ............18
MUSHROOMS, 4 CHEESE MORNAY, HEIRLOOM TOMATO, GARLIC TOAST
ADD (BRISKET 6 | PULLED PORK 6 | SMOKED CHICKEN 6 | PRAWNS 10)

MAINS

BULGOGI BEEF SHORT RIB ....22
JASMINE RICE, KIMCHI VEGETABLE SLAW, GOCHUJANG BRAISE JUS
STEAK FRITES (HANGER ...24/ NY STRIP...28)
WILD MUSHROOMS RAGOUT, PARMESAN FRITES, SALAD
BBQ SHRIMP & NOODLE BOWL ...24 (VEGETARIAN 20)
WARM NOODLE SALAD, FIELD MUSHROOMS, JASMINE RICE, PEANUTS
BUTTER CHICKEN........21
BUTTER TOMATO SAUCE, JASMINE RICE, NANN, PICKLED CARROTS, TATZIKI
PORK TENDERLOIN SINTZEL ....22
PANCETTA, BRUSSEL SPROUTS, APPLE, FINGERLINGS, BIER HAUS AIOLI
QUARTER CHICKEN AND RIBS ....24
POTATO SALAD, BAKED BEANS, COLE SLAW
MOROCCAN SPICED LAMB BOLOGNESE .....21
GNOCCHI, CONFIT GARLIC, FETA, PRESERVED LEMON, PARSLEY
MUSTARD MARINATED ATLANTIC SALMON ....24
VADOUWAN POLENTA, COCONUT CURRY MUSSELS BROTH
LOUISIANA GUMBO .......22
CHICKEN, ANDOUILLE, PRAWNS, RICE, CORN BREAD
4 CHEESE ‘MAC AND CHEESE’ ............18
MUSHROOMS, 4 CHEESE MORNAY, HEIRLOOM TOMATO, GARLIC TOAST
ADD (BRISKET 6 | PULLED PORK 6 | SMOKED CHICKEN 6 | PRAWNS 10)

SWEETS

CHOCOLATE MOUSSE.....7
WHIPPED CREAM, FRUIT COUlis, CARAMEL
BAILEYS Mартини ...9 (CONTAINS ALCOHOL)
BAILEYS IRISH CREAM, ESPRESSO, VANNILLA
GINGER SPICED TOPFEE PUDDING .....7
SALTED CARAMEL GELATO
WARM CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE .....5
CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM
FRENCH MACARON ....3

Please let us know about any allergies